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Jan Kohl
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Joined: 19 Feb 2003
Posts: 3286
Location: Charlotte, NC

Posted: Fri Oct 03, 2003 12:45 pm    Post subject: Winmip

extra help
   

q: Well, does anyone know which file contains the dirt on the windshield? I'd like to 

edit it a bit. 

a: OK I think I found out that it is the glass.mip in the cup.dat 

q: The problem: Everytime I edit the glass.mip file I get some strange textures on 

my windshield. 

a: Set mapping in you glass.mip to "0" so it can be tiled 

q: I have a small problem with winmip. When I try to convert a bmp into a mip it 

says to me the height or width of the picture is not a power of 2. That's something I 

don't understand. The size of the picture is 600x600, but I don't think there is any 

connection to that. 

a: Power of 2 = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, etc. 

Only these sizes allowed for mips. 

q: I converted a bmp to a mip, and the image was white 

a: Also, check that the Sub-lm value is correct for the size of image. 

For an image with the following resolutions, the Sub-lm value is given.. 

Res.....Sub-lm 

2........1 

4........2 

8........3 

16......4 

32......5 

64......6 
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128....7 

256....8 

512....9 

1024..10 

2048..11 

q: how the heck do you get BMP's converted to STP files for tracklogo, maps etc.. 

a: Open your bmp, select stp in the pulldown menu, select the miptype to choose the 

color depth, save the file and your done. 

thanks Klaus, Indy & tinitoon
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